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• **New York City & Los Angeles**
• **26M tweets** over a month
  • 1.2M unique **users**
• **7.6M geo-tagged tweets**
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- 11K geoc-active users
- 4M tweets by geo-active users
- 123K “follows” relationships
- 52K “friends” relationships
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Leveraging Structure
Evaluation

- Cross-validation
  - New York City ➔ Los Angeles
  - Los Angeles ➔ New York City
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- Friends ~ noisy “sensors” of one’s location
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- Find significant locations
- 90K with 100m granularity
- 26K visited >4 times
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Evaluation
Evaluation

- Cross-validation over all users
- Train on first 3 weeks, test on the 4th
Predicting Location
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Summary

• Predicting **social ties** and **location**
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Summary

- Predicting **social ties** and **location**
  - Large scale
- Evaluation on Twitter data from NYC and LA
Future Work

• **Unify** our two approaches
• **Fine-grained** modeling
  • General
  • Fashion, gossip, epidemics
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\[ \theta^* = \arg\max_\theta \log \sum_{y_{1:t}} \Pr(x_{1:t}, y_{1:t} | \theta) \]